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This paper presents the design procedure and implementation results of a proposed
hardware which performs different satellite Image compressions using FPGA Xilinx
board. First, the method is described and then VHDL code is written and synthesized by
ISE software of Xilinx Company. The results show that it is easy and useful to design,
develop and implement the hardware image compressor using new techniques of
programmable logic tools for space applications. In this paper the proposed hardware
uses the partial reconfiguration technique, and it is put on board of satellite. Appropriate
bit streams are produced by synthesis tools; therefore, we have two bit streams which can
be configured at any moment of time according to the user request. When users intend the
hardware is reconfigured and changed from JPEG to JPEG2000 or vice versa. The
Proposed architecture has some advantages other than previous architectures such as
high-speed and real-time processing, high flexibility, low cost, high security and low
power consumption. This idea can be utilized in modern commercial hardware space
board for data compressing due to using partial reconfiguration technique.
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Introduction
Image compression is a key technology to realize online satellite image transmission economically and
quickly. Among various image compression
algorithms, JPEG family algorithms are the
international standard for still color image
compression. Various kinds of satellite images were
compressed with JPEG algorithm, and then the relation
between compression ratio and image quality were
evaluated by Tada in [1]. Moreover, MICROSATELLITES are becoming more and more popular
for the Earth observation. Their major advantages are
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their simplicity and cost-effectiveness [2]. They can
capture images of the surface of the Earth with a
resolution down to 200 m or less than it. As they orbit
the Earth in approximately 100 min, they have the
capacity to capture many images, and they can hold
approximately200 of them in memory. However, they
remain in contact with a single tracking station for
only a few minutes, and downloading such images
presents a bottleneck in the whole process of image
acquisition. The obvious solution of this problem is the
coding or compression of the images on the board. By
regarding to Peixin’s viewpoint “The cameras on
board microsatellites are usually off the shelf sensors
that do not have high fidelity that has to be preserved
by all means”[3]. In addition, another bottleneck of
downloading the images from such satellites is being
time consuming. One of the standard approaches used
for compression is the lossy version of joint picture
expert group (JPEG) coding. The JPEG image
compression standard was developed by JPEG and
JBIG committees [4]. Commercial imaging satellites
are experiencing rapid growth in resolution, and
consequently, are generating data at increasingly high
rates. Data generation of several Gbps is not
uncommon, and on-board storage capabilities and
downlink data rates have not kept pace. On-board
image compression can solve this problem, by
reducing the size of the data to be stored and down
linked and providing flexibility in the downlink
content. With regard to this instance, compressing the
satellite images before sending from satellite on-board
processor to Mission Control Center and Satellite
Control Center is necessary. Also Compression allows
efficient utilization of channel bandwidth and/or
storage size [5].
JPEG2000 has many features which make it ideal
for the compression of satellite imagery. These
features
include
high-performance
lossless
compression, random access to the image content in
compressed data, low resolution (thumbnail) versions
of the image, and progressive output format.
JPEG2000 is also an international standard [4], making
the distribution of images to a diverse clientele more
straightforward.
However, implementation of high-rate on-board
JPEG2000 compression presents special challenges.
JPEG2000 is a computationally intensive method,
requiring several hundred operations to be performed
on each pixel during the compression process. Color
image JPEG compression consists of five steps as
shown at Figure 1. The JPEG compression of gray
scale images can be divided into three main steps that
can be seen in Figure 2. In the JPEG compressor, the
2-D DCT is the most critical module to be hardware
implemented because of its high complexity algorithm.
[6] In the architectural level, this critical point is the
responsibility of the sum operations on wide inputs
and of the consequent delay generated by the carry
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propagation in the ripple carry architecture used in the
adders. Therefore, our use of the architecture was
divided into two 1-D DCT architectures and one
transpose buffer. The two 1-D DCT architectures are
similar but the bit widths at each pipeline stage are
different. [7] This architecture is shown at Figure 3.

Fig. 1. JPEG compression steps of color images [18]

Fig. 2 JPEG Compression flow

Fig.3 Generic 2-D DCT architecture [7]

Moreover, The new image compression standard
was christened JPEG 2000 [8]. At the heart of JPEG
2000, there are two complex DSP algorithms: Discrete
Wavelet Transform and Embedded Block Coding with
Optimized Truncation [9]. Both of algorithms are
compute-intensive and very difficult to optimize in
software implementations, so hardware architectures
for these units have been built [10].
Nowadays, JPEG2000, in particular, is used for
all imaging devices that produce data of high spatial,
spectral, radiometric and/or temporal resolution.
Typical examples can be found in space borne remote
sensing [11]. The actual compression of the proposed
approach is based on the PEG2000 standard [12]. this
is because it provides a framework for supporting
multispectral imagery and uses an efficient wavelet
compression scheme, which can utilize lossless and lossy
compression seamlessly on an image. It can also divide
the image into tiles and compress them independently.
Principle of wavelet is based on delay which is calculated
by Eq.1.
Wj,k(t)= 2 (-j/2)w(2-jt-k)

(1)

In this paper we use Eqs.2 to implement discrete
transform DWT .
g(k)= 2x(2k+1) – x(2k) – x(2k+2)
f(k) = x(2k) + g(k-1) + g(k)/8

(2)

A major feature of JPEG2000 is the adoption of
the Embedded Block Coding with Optimized
Truncation (EBCOT) to produce resolution- or qualityprogressive bit streams. EBCOT consists of two
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different stages. First, it divides the image into codeblocks of typically 32×32 or 64×64 pixels. In the
second step it performs the so-called post compression
rate-distortion optimization (PCRD-opt) that minimizes
the total distortion of all code-blocks D = ȈD(zi) where
zi indicates the optimal choice of where to truncate the
embedded bit stream of code-block i. The optimization
is performed with respect to the user-defined
compression rate ȈL(zi)  Lmax, which has to be met.
Details on EBCOT and its PCRD-opt can be found in
[3]. However, it is worthwhile mentioning that PCRDopt is processing the falling convex hull of the
distortion-rate slopes (Figure.3) defined by Eq.3.
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environment, have a total dose of ~200 kRad, and are
latch-up immune.

(3)

This provides a measure of the distortion reduction
ǻD computed by adding ǻL symbols of the code-block

i in order to transmit its wavelet coefficients more
accurately. For a given Lmax, the PCRD-opt algorithm
determines a minimal threshold Ȝ for all code-blocks i
to find the truncation-points zi according to Eq.4.

ߣିଵ ൏ ߣ  ߣ௭

(4)

If the distortion-rate slope is steeper, then (Eq.4)
selects a later truncation point zi and allocates more
symbols for this code block. Thus the main idea for
the implementation of ROIs in JPEG2000 is to boost
the slope either by up-scaling of coefficients of ROIpixels (increase ǻD) [12], or by scaling the slope by a
ROI-weight wi > 1 (increase ǻD/ǻL) [13]. However,
the standard implementation of ROIs improves the
quality of ROIs only relative to non-ROIs for a given
compression rate. Furthermore, it is not possible to
guarantee a certain quality-level for a particular codeblock. This is not appropriate for many applications
in remote sensing., but today one specific application
of data compression is in remote sensing satellites,
which operate in radiation environments that
exacerbate soft error rates. Many remote-sensing
applications avoid data compression of measurement
data because the events of interest are associated with
a radiation that can corrupt the final compressed
measurement data. This paper will propose an
architecture which JPEG and JPEG2000 standards
both can handle in hardware on board of remote
sensing satellites. This leaves very few options for
space-qualified processing elements.
The Virtex series of FPGAs from Xilinx are one
of the few devices capable of performing high-rate
JPEG2000 compression in space environment. These
devices have hundreds of on-board block RAM and
multiply elements, millions of programmable gates,
and are capable of system clock rates of several
hundred MHz, giving them tremendous processing
capability. They are also qualified for the space

Fig.4 Simplified illustration of the distortion-rate slopes used
by EBCOT. [11]

Partial Reconfiguration Technique
One of the biggest disadvantages of using hardware
solutions instead of software systems is that hardware
is less flexible as compared to software. On the other
hand, their other important parameters such as
reliability and speed are very attractive. One way for
solving this problem is using “Dynamic Partial
Reconfiguration”. This technique enables some
hardware with partial reconfiguration such as FPGA to
modify their internal structure while executing, and to
convert to a new structure with a different
function. Thus it enables us to have hardware
flexibility and reconfiguration while processing is
going on. With these techniques, we can implement a
hardware which was not implemented in the past due
to hardware inflexibility [21] .

Concept and Various Methods of Partial
Reconfiguration
Partial Reconfiguration is the process of configuring a
part of FPGA, while the other parts are running. This
feature is shown in the Figure5.
Different methods of partial reconfiguration for a
hardware with reconfiguration ability include [14]:

Static Partial Reconfiguration (SPR)
In this type of configuration device is not active during
reconfiguration process. The entire system is not running
till the configuration on the hardware is implemented.
Then the circuit once more starts running with new
functionality. SPR configuration is the simplest and the
most common way to implement applications on
hardware with partial reconfiguration ability.
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Dynamic Partial Reconfiguration (DPR)
In this method one part of the hardware is changed,
while other hardware parts are running. H ere, an
algorithm should be divided into several parts which
do not have any timing overlap, and then the sequence
and usage time of each part should be managed. In this
case, the main problems are: the time required for
reconfiguration, the design complexity, increase in the
hardware costs, and the increase in design time.
Despite these limitations, this method has the
following advantages that support its usage: reduction
of power consumption, increased utilized area,
increased flexibility, and increased hardware reuse. In
addition to the benefits, SPR configuration can make a
compromise between the time and occupied area. In
general, in the designing phase, the design should be
divided into two parts. The first part remains without
any changes while the program is being executed on
the hardware. This part is called Static Region (SR).
Static part must include the configuration controller
and interface for contact with dynamic part. All inputs
and outputs are connected to this section. The static
part is connected to dynamic part modules by a fixed
interface.
The dynamic part changes according to the control
command when the algorithm is executing. Typically
modules are loaded on the dynamic part from an
external memory as bit stream with the appropriate
control command.
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have the same input and output with the same name in
order to prevent troubles in contacting the stationary
parts. Figure 6 shows this method. As you can see in this
Figureure, we can use several PRM1[22].

Fig.6 Module-Based Partial Reconfiguration

Systematic design, implementation of large
projects and modular design are advantages of this
method. Also high storage costs, high reconfiguration
delay, and having no tri-state buffer reconfiguration
are its disadvantages. In this method of design, we can
use several dynamic parts as to be able to configure
several dynamic modules in each dynamic region, as
shown in Figure 7[14].

Methods of Partial Reconfiguration Technique
Partial reconfiguration technique has some advantages
that can help us for dynamic hardware configuration
mainly when algorithm or data set changes, for
example as we want to change or modify rule set in
firewalls at run time. This section separately explains
each of the various available methods for dynamic
partial reconfiguration.

Fig.7 Using several PRM and PRR2 [14]

Fig. 5 Partial Reconfiguration Technique [14]

Module -Based Partial Reconfiguration
In this approach each module can be individually
designed. We make different bit streams for every
module that we want to place in static part and set each
string on the external memory to be used in appropriate
time. For being sure about having proper communication
between static part and dynamic part, we use an interface
called BUS MACRO. During design, we should notice
this key point that all of our dynamic modules should

Difference-Based Partial Reconfiguration
This method is suitable in dynamic region, where a
minor change is made on the first module compared
with the next module. In this method, bit streams
contain only information about the difference between
the first and second structure. This method is highly
suitable for very large projects that have similar
functionality and dynamic parts. Using this method,
the configuration time in real-time systems is reduced
considerably. It is remarkable that both of the above
1. Partial Reconfiguration Module
2. Partial Reconfiguration Region
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methods produce the same bit stream which is used for
partial reconfiguration on FPGA [14, 15, 21].

Implementing Partial Reconfiguration Technique
Initially, there were very limited tools for implementing
this technique, but recently, “PLAN Ahead” software of
Xilinx has offered a graphical tool for implementing
partial reconfiguration technique. For further
information about the functionality of this software you
can refer to [15]. Currently, partial reconfiguration is
not supported in all FPGAs, but some FPGAs of Xilinx
have this ability, for example: Spartan 3, Virtex II,
Virtex II Pro and Virtex 4.
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architecture, we have classified compressing
algorithms in different groups to reduce the
processing time. For example, here the system
administrator can implement a new compressing
algorithm on the Embedded RAMs of FPGA
according to the desired target if the admin or user
wants the satellite to send information to the earth.
Remote controlling of the system is one of the
obvious benefits of this architecture. In this
hardware the admin (user) from the TT&C2 Grand
station can change the functionality of FPGA.
Figure 9 (b) depicts the proposed hardware
compressor board on OBC of Remote Sensing
Satellites.

The Proposed Architecture
In this section, we introduce our architecture and then
implement it on a real FPGA. Using the knowledge
provided in Section 2 and understanding compressors
behavior and performance in Section 1, a new
architecture can be presented. We consider FPGA in
hardware compressor on board of satellite is a realtime processor, this hardware can be used in the
common part of the OBC1 and the main processing
board of a satellite (usually in remote sensing) as it is
shown in Figure 8. Because our hardware is
implemented on FPGA and has a low cost, low power,
and low weight, it is very compatible with OBC of
more satellites. Therefore, the proposed hardware for
space image compressing is so desirable.

(a)

Fig. 8 OBC of satellite board by its relations

Figure 9(a) shows, one FPGA contains a
general algorithm for data processing. In fact, this
FPGA is the heart of real-time processing hardware
system. A Memory Stick is presented with this
FPGA. System administrator stands besides this
hardware system. Now the question is what the
difference between this architecture and the current
architecture for OBCs is. In our architecture, using
the partial reconfiguration technique, appropriate bit
streams are produced by the administrator and
placed only on the External Memory Stick. In this
1. On board computer of satellite

(b)
Fig. 9 a) sending command to satellite from Earth (user), b)
architecture of proposed hardware on OBC of satellite

Suppose, we can classify compressing algorithms
according to the type of user requirement. For using
this architecture, the plan should be divided into two
static and dynamic parts. Using partial reconfiguration
technique, all fixed routines, like common elements in
compressing algorithms are placed on the static part,

2. Track, Telemetry and Command
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teechnique by syystem user’s command. Theerefore, for thee
fo
ollowing majoor reasons thee on-board daata processingg
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gnificantly inn
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omparison to
t
the otheer existing architectures::
Transferring
T
thhe compressinng algorithms from externall
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Stickk (as it is inn current architectures) too
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mbedded RA
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GA (in our architecture)..
Actually,
A
with this idea, the delay time off data transferr
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c
,
an
nd FPGA acceesses internal memory with higher speed,,
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onsequently, the
t data proccessing speed increases. Inn
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ddition, by eliminating
e
eexternal mem
mory for dataa
processing, and
a
becausee of the removal off
co
ommunicationn wires, thhe reliability of system
m
in
ncreases. This architecture iss shown in Fig
gure 10.

Fig.10 The proposed
p
hardwarre for on-board Im
mage compressingg on satellite OBC
C

Now on-bboard compresssing hardwaree for real-time image
processingg can be desiggned. The 1-D DCT architectture is
proposed in reference [16]. Consideering the 1-D DCT
m steps, the use
u of a pippelined archittecture
algorithm
between these
t
steps beccomes natural. Since the algoorithm
has six steeps, the pipelinne will have siix stages, wherre five
perform additions/subbtractions annd one perrforms
multiplicaations. The fiive adders in the original DCT
architectuure are ripple-ccarry and the multiplier
m
is bassed on
shift-add operations. This
T
architectture uses a single
arithmeticc unit in each stage to perforrm all the neceessary
operationss at that stage.
Thenn the unit inputs arre connectedd by
multiplexxers to selectt which valuee must be ussed in
each cloock cycle. The
T
multiplexers controlss are

generated following the allgorithm order. Temporall
barriers are obbtained to allow the pipeline design withh
th
he use of pingg-pong registerrs.
The contrrol block geneerates the sign
nals to controll
th
he pipeline filll-up and empptying throug
gh an externall
siignal that indiicates if the innput values aree valid valuess
fo
or the image. We know thaat the architectture of adderss
used in the origginal 1-D DCT
T is ripple carrry [17].
This archhitecture of addders is quite simple andd
widew
spread. Its main aadvantage is the reducedd
occupied area.
w
However, there is thee disadvantage of the low
performance provoked by thhe slow carry
y propagation..
This
T slow carryy propagationn is what defin
nes the criticall
path of the archhitecture of 1--D DCT calcu
ulation and, ass
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a consequence, of the 2-D DCT architecture itself.
Figure.11 presents the architecture in blocks of a ripple
carry adder.

Fig.11 Block diagram of a ripple carry adder

The Ci-1 being the stage carry in, Ai and Bi the adder
inputs, Ci the stage carry out and Si the resulting sum,
we can write the equation that determines the sum as:
(.5)

This can be factored in the following way:

( 6)

The equation that determines the carry can be written
as:
(7)

This, also, can be factored in the following way:
(8)

considering this fact that each stage needs the carry
obtained in the previous stage to make the sum, the
total time delay is linearly proportional to the n - i.e.
length of the adder.
In [7] a small logic was developedinvolving the input
B, the adder carry in and the operation control signal
AddSub. With this logic the same arithmetic operator
can operate in addition mode or in subtraction mode.
These can be seen in the Table 1.
Table 1. Address operation mode control logic
Add
Sub
0
1

Carry In

Input B

Operation

0
1

B
~B

A+B
A+(~B+1) or A-B

Besides, it was possible to determine the maxima
values generated by each operator and, in the same
way, to identify which adders would not generate, in
any hypothesis, a significant carry out. This way, it
was possible to use the minimum bit width in each
stage and, in consequence, the minimum of resources.
Now by presenting the design of adder architecture for
use in JPEG compression, and more specifically for
use inthe 2-D DCT of the JPEG compressor, our
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hardware architecture can be implemented. If we
compare this architecture with the architecture
presented in Section1, we see the FPGA is configured
partially, and the rule sets are implemented on the
dynamic part of FPGA separately in different classes.
We have used XILINX ISE tool for the simulation and
implementation. Also
EARLY
ACCESS
and
PLANAHEAD tools are used to implement the partial
reconfiguration technique. Section 4 provides the
results of simulation and synthesis.
Hardware Implementation and Synthesis Results
In this section, we present the results of simulation and
synthesis of our proposed architecture on FPGA. We
have selected Xilinx virtex4 FPGA family for the
simulation and implementation as they support partial
reconfiguration technique. To serve this goal we first
simulated functionality of JPEG and JPEG2000 in
MATLAB/ simulink software. Fantastic high resolution
images captured by the recently launched WorldView-1
satellite have been released by DigitalGlobe. This satellite
was launched on September 18th , 2007 from Vandenberg
Air Force Base. Therefore, we select several different
images captured by this satellite being shown in Figure
12. After simulation of our proposed algorithm at
MATLAB/ simulink we should write VHDL code for the
hardware implementation. Subsequently, VHDL code
was written and nether results were obtained.
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he dynamic paart is variable. It obviously
y increases thee
th
block size andd the processsor should co
ompress moree
in
nput data. Thiis process inccreases the traansmission bitt
raate in the haardware as w
well as thedyn
namic powerr
dissipation rate. Table 2, w
which is deriv
ved from thee
reesults of simuulation and synnthesis of thiss architecture,,
sh
hows increasing the image block size, caauses increasee
in
n the chip tem
mperature. Inncreasing temp
perature withh
block size (booosting numbber) matches increasing
i
thee
dynamic powerr consumptionn as shown in Table 2.
Table
T
2. Increasing the block ssize and its effeect on dynamic
power connsumption
Fig.12 several
s
differentt images capturred by worldvieew-1
satellite

Temperrature of chip
(FPGA Virtex-4) oC
55.3
55. 4
5
55.46
5
55.52

Powerr Consumpttion

Power consumption(mWATT)

Using XPOWER
X
Annalyzer of ISE tools, we have
calculatedd the amountt of power coonsumption foor this
architectuure using diffferent rules. These resultts are
presentedd in Figure 13.
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Figg.13 Dynamic and
a static powerr consumption

8x8
8
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Operational
O
Frequeny
Using
U
the resuults of ISE toool, we can determine
d
thee
hardware frequuency. Figuree 14 shows the
t frequencyy
hanges of the hardware in terms of imag
ge block size..
ch
Figure
F
14 show
ws by augmennting the num
mber of blockk
siize, circuit working freqquency will not changee
reemarkably. Low
L
change oof working frequencies
f
iss
caaused by increeasing the num
mber of block
k size.

Utilized
U
Areaa
FPGA
F
utilizedd area is onne of the mo
ost importantt
parameters in designing
d
andd using the FP
PGA as targett
hardware for design
d
implem
mentation. Taable 3 showss
he amount off FPGA resouurces utilizatio
on. This tablee
th
sh
hows device utilization comparison between thiss
arrchitecture annd 2D-DCT deesigned in [18, 19].
Table 3 Resoource utilizationn comparison between
b
our
architecture aand [19],[20]

170.5
170
169.5
169
168.5
168
167.5
167
166.5

Frequency(MH
z)

blocck size

Resources
Type
Number of
Slices
8X8
size

16X1
1
6
sizee

24x2
4
size

32x3
2
s
size

170

169.2

168.7

16
67.9

Number of
Slices FFs
Number of
Slices LUTs
Number of
Multipliers

Proposed
architecture

Work at
[19]

Work at
[20]

658

1145

7260

924

1696

9644

1450

1750

11194

2

11

--

Fig.14 Frequency channges in terms of image block size
s

As it is noted, pow
wer consumption is dividedd into
a
static annd dynamic parts. Static power is almost
constant, but using paartial reconfigguration technnique,

o using adddsub instead of
o multiplierss
Because of
which
w
was desscribed at secttion 3, we observe that thee
device utilizatiion at proposeed architecturee as comparedd
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with the otheer implementaation is so low
w. The RTL of
proposed arcchitecture is shhown in Figurre 15.

Fig. 15 RTL
L view of designn

Implementtation Tools
We have im
mplemented our
o architectuure on ML4002
Xilinx embedded kit withh virtex-4FPGA that supporrts
partial reconfiguration techhnique with a 32MB FLAS
SH
ROM; thereffore, we have a limitation inn implementinng
large rule sets.
s
The sizee of partial bit stream for
f
reconfiguratiion of FPGA is almost 4M
MB. Hence, we
w
can have 8 separate compressing
c
algorithms on
o
external mem
mory. Doing so, we can implement reaaltime on-boarrd satellite im
mage processiing architectuure
on hardwaree platform. Our
O implemenntation board at
laboratory is shown in Figgure 16.

Comparisoon with Otheer Models
In this secttion we havve compared our proposed
architecture with severaal other archhitectures. Our
O
u
cooperaative reconfiguurable hardwaare
architecture using
cores provides a high speeed, flexible, low weight, annd
c
low power, scalable annd modular compression
at
s
for reeal
hardware sysstem which iss completely suitable
time on board of satellites..

Fig. 16 Hardw
ware platform used
u
to implemeent our proposeed
architecture (ML
(
402 Xilinxx)
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Most of the current
c
architeectures don't have
h
such
a hig
gh speed proccessing. As coompared to our
o model,
their algorithm is in the memorry and should
d run by a
proceessor, but ouur model is im
mplemented inside
i
the
FPGA
A and doesn'tt have the mem
mory-CPU traansfer time
bottleeneck. Moreeover, they don't provide the
flexib
bility, scalabiility and modularity of our
o model
which prevents thhem from exteending or reco
onfiguring
their structure. Thhe main advanntages of our proposed
h
archiitecture are loow power coonsumption, high-speed
proceessing in harrdware, moduularity, flexib
bility and
high safety becausse of embeddiing all design in FPGA.
20] one DSP for signal pprocessing on board of
In [2
satelllite is prooposed, thiss hardware is not
recon
nfigurable annd consume m
much power, almost 1
watt. But the prooposed architeecture in thiss paper is
based
d on FPGA which
w
is reconffigurable and consumes
less power
p
relativee to the proposed architectu
ure at [20].
In ou
ur work all off system is impplemented on
n one chip,
so we have system
m on chip (SO
OC). For this reason
r
and
c
the elimination of external wires for connecting
proceessors proposeed architecturre have more reliability.
r
Mostt proposed arcchitectures aree on software..[3, 9] But
at ou
ur proposed architecture,
a
tthe whole com
mpression
algorrithm runs in the harddware. The proposed
archiitectures at [18, 19] have opperational frequency of
84MH
Hz, but ourr proposed aarchitecture operate
o
at
170M
MHz, as seen previously.
p
Inn addition, abo
out device
utilizzation, we cann say that, because of usin
ng AddSub
insteaad of multiplieers which were described in
n section 3,
we seee that the devvice utilization at proposed arrchitecture
in co
omparison withh the other im
mplementation is so low.
Thereefore, power consumption
c
att our proposed
d hardware
is so less than otherr implementatiions [5,18, 20].

Conclusion
This paper propoosed a new aarchitecture with
w
high
safetty, low weighht, and high sppeed, low cosst and low
poweer which is compatible w
with and suitable for
being
g used at on-board im
mage compreession on
satelllite and presented thee design of
o adder
archiitectures for their
t
use in JJPEG compreession and
moree specificallyy in the 2-D
D DCT of the
t
JPEG
comp
pressor. Thenn presented deevice utilizatio
on by this
appro
oach significcantly decreaases. Also th
his paper
preseents the application of recconfigurable hardware
as co
ores in real-time on-board image compression in
satelllites. The prooposed archittecture is based on the
partial reconfigurration techniqque. This architecture
provides a new and
a
wide horrizon at hard
dware onboard
d processing design. the ppresented result shows
that high processing speed despite low
w power
umption and high reliabiliity by transfeerring full
consu
desig
gn to one chipp, is achievedd. We represented this
new architecture with partial reconfiguration ability
mpressing
to separate and suupport severall different com
mand on the Earth and
algorrithms based on user comm
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then put them in an external memory. Then brought
the specific part at a specific moment in embedded
RAMs of FPGA to increase the processing speed and
eliminate long memory access time which leads to
reduced degrades system performance, reliability,
and creates more bottleneck. By performing image
compression on the satellite we can send fewer bits to
the Earth Station for each image. Thereupon, power
consumption for transmitting data to the Earth is
decreased. With this architecture we overcome
problems and bottlenecks in most of current
architectures. Such hardware implementation has the
potential of greatly improving the performance of
image compression operations as compared to
equivalent software which only carry out the
implementations or current software compressions.
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